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all inclusive )
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Motivations for dark 
matter theory

Pre 2008: Theory (problem) driven

Hierarchy problem: SUSY + R parity, Little 
Higgs + T parity, etc.

Strong CP problem: axions

Both: axinos

2008 - present: Hint (anomaly) driven
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Fig. 1. A Richardson-Lucy sky map of extended emission in the summed Ps analysis intervals (the combination of the intervals 410–430,
447−465, and 490–500 keV). The contour levels indicate intensity levels of 10−2, 10−3, and 10−4 ph cm−2 s−1 sr−1. Details are given in the text.

above about 300 keV, and since we are analyzing rather nar-
row energy intervals above 400 keV the fact that we do not
yet detect them is not surprising. We therefore conclude that
the point sources found by us using SPIROS are all spurious,
resulting from SPIROS’ attempt to account for intrinsically dif-
fuse emission with a set of point sources.

3.2. Model fitting

A more quantitative approach for studying the Galactic dis-
tribution of the observed extended emission is model fit-
ting, which we performed using a maximum likelihood multi-
component fitting algorithm (Knödlseder et al. 2005) outlined
in Sect. 2.

We first modelled the emission in the three summed
Ps analysis intervals4 by an ellipsoidal distribution with a
Gaussian radial profile and determined the best-fit centroid
location (l0, b0) and extent in Galactic longitude and latitude
(FWHMl, FWHMb). We then combined this Galactic bulge
model with one of two models for emission from the Galactic
disk: both HI (Dickey & Lockman 1990) and CO (Dame et al.
1987) distributions are tracers of Galactic matter and are be-
lieved to correlate with diffuse emission (cf. Harris et al. 1990;
Kinzer et al. 1999; Strong et al. 2004). The results of these fits
are summarized in Table 1. In each of these fits, the Crab and
Cygnus X-1 were included as steady point sources whose in-
tensities were fitted. When including the four highest-energy
sources reported by Bouchet et al. (2005) the quality of the fits
is only slightly improved and the fit results do not change sig-
nificantly; therefore these point sources were excluded from the
final analysis.

As can be seen from Table 1, the centroid of the bulge
emission is the same within errors for all three models. There
is marginal evidence for a slight offset of the centroid from
the GC, but it is of a magnitude that could easily result from

4 Results for the individual energy intervals are consistent within
statistical uncertainties.

the combined effects of statistical and systematic biases in the
background model (indeed, there is a similarly marginal, but
opposite, offset of the centroid in the 511 keV line emission;
Knödlseder et al. 2005). The extent of the bulge emission, and
its flux, do depend on the sky model. If the extended emission
is modelled by a bulge component only, then there is marginal
evidence for the bulge emission to be more extended in lon-
gitude than in latitude (the ellipticity ε ≡ FWHMb/FWHMl

deviates by about 1.5σ from unity). However, inclusion of a
Galactic disk component improves the fits, with the signifi-
cances of the HI distribution and of the CO distribution being
about 2.8σ and 4.0σ, respectively, favouring the latter. Another
reason to adopt the CO distribution as the better disk model
of the two is the fact that the resulting total sky flux of about
(2.8±0.5)×10−3 ph cm−2 s−1 agrees well with the value of about
2.5 × 10−3 ph cm−2 s−1 determined with SMM5 in the Ps anal-
ysis intervals, whereas the total bulge and HI disk model flux
of (5.4 ± 1.5) × 10−3 ph cm−2 s−1 is only marginally consistent
with the SMM spectrum of Harris et al. (1990).

Inclusion of a Galactic disk component in the fits also ren-
ders evidence for ellipticity of the bulge component insignif-
icant. The bulge shape is consistent with circular symmetry,
with a FWHM of about 8◦, in agreement with our results for the
511 keV line (Knödlseder et al. 2005). As is the case for the an-
nihilation line, the extent of the Ps continuum bulge emission
is slightly larger than that derived by Kinzer et al. (2001) from
OSSE observations. However, the difference is not very signif-
icant, and it is possible that there is bias in the OSSE analysis
favouring a smaller bulge extent (Kinzer et al. 2001).

The fluxes that are attributed to the disk components exceed
the bulge flux by factors of 2−4 (see Table 1). However, since
the disk flux is distributed over a much larger sky region, the
corresponding surface brightness is much lower. The model fits
therefore confirm the mapping result: the intensity of extented

5 The Gamma Ray Spectrometer on board the Solar Maximum
Mission (Forrest et al. 1980).
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Fig. 1. A Richardson-Lucy sky map of extended emission in the summed Ps analysis intervals (the combination of the intervals 410–430,
447−465, and 490–500 keV). The contour levels indicate intensity levels of 10−2, 10−3, and 10−4 ph cm−2 s−1 sr−1. Details are given in the text.
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Fig. 1. A Richardson-Lucy sky map of extended emission in the summed Ps analysis intervals (the combination of the intervals 410–430,
447−465, and 490–500 keV). The contour levels indicate intensity levels of 10−2, 10−3, and 10−4 ph cm−2 s−1 sr−1. Details are given in the text.
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above about 300 keV, and since we are analyzing rather nar-
row energy intervals above 400 keV the fact that we do not
yet detect them is not surprising. We therefore conclude that
the point sources found by us using SPIROS are all spurious,
resulting from SPIROS’ attempt to account for intrinsically dif-
fuse emission with a set of point sources.

3.2. Model fitting

A more quantitative approach for studying the Galactic dis-
tribution of the observed extended emission is model fit-
ting, which we performed using a maximum likelihood multi-
component fitting algorithm (Knödlseder et al. 2005) outlined
in Sect. 2.

We first modelled the emission in the three summed
Ps analysis intervals4 by an ellipsoidal distribution with a
Gaussian radial profile and determined the best-fit centroid
location (l0, b0) and extent in Galactic longitude and latitude
(FWHMl, FWHMb). We then combined this Galactic bulge
model with one of two models for emission from the Galactic
disk: both HI (Dickey & Lockman 1990) and CO (Dame et al.
1987) distributions are tracers of Galactic matter and are be-
lieved to correlate with diffuse emission (cf. Harris et al. 1990;
Kinzer et al. 1999; Strong et al. 2004). The results of these fits
are summarized in Table 1. In each of these fits, the Crab and
Cygnus X-1 were included as steady point sources whose in-
tensities were fitted. When including the four highest-energy
sources reported by Bouchet et al. (2005) the quality of the fits
is only slightly improved and the fit results do not change sig-
nificantly; therefore these point sources were excluded from the
final analysis.

As can be seen from Table 1, the centroid of the bulge
emission is the same within errors for all three models. There
is marginal evidence for a slight offset of the centroid from
the GC, but it is of a magnitude that could easily result from

4 Results for the individual energy intervals are consistent within
statistical uncertainties.

the combined effects of statistical and systematic biases in the
background model (indeed, there is a similarly marginal, but
opposite, offset of the centroid in the 511 keV line emission;
Knödlseder et al. 2005). The extent of the bulge emission, and
its flux, do depend on the sky model. If the extended emission
is modelled by a bulge component only, then there is marginal
evidence for the bulge emission to be more extended in lon-
gitude than in latitude (the ellipticity ε ≡ FWHMb/FWHMl

deviates by about 1.5σ from unity). However, inclusion of a
Galactic disk component improves the fits, with the signifi-
cances of the HI distribution and of the CO distribution being
about 2.8σ and 4.0σ, respectively, favouring the latter. Another
reason to adopt the CO distribution as the better disk model
of the two is the fact that the resulting total sky flux of about
(2.8±0.5)×10−3 ph cm−2 s−1 agrees well with the value of about
2.5 × 10−3 ph cm−2 s−1 determined with SMM5 in the Ps anal-
ysis intervals, whereas the total bulge and HI disk model flux
of (5.4 ± 1.5) × 10−3 ph cm−2 s−1 is only marginally consistent
with the SMM spectrum of Harris et al. (1990).

Inclusion of a Galactic disk component in the fits also ren-
ders evidence for ellipticity of the bulge component insignif-
icant. The bulge shape is consistent with circular symmetry,
with a FWHM of about 8◦, in agreement with our results for the
511 keV line (Knödlseder et al. 2005). As is the case for the an-
nihilation line, the extent of the Ps continuum bulge emission
is slightly larger than that derived by Kinzer et al. (2001) from
OSSE observations. However, the difference is not very signif-
icant, and it is possible that there is bias in the OSSE analysis
favouring a smaller bulge extent (Kinzer et al. 2001).

The fluxes that are attributed to the disk components exceed
the bulge flux by factors of 2−4 (see Table 1). However, since
the disk flux is distributed over a much larger sky region, the
corresponding surface brightness is much lower. The model fits
therefore confirm the mapping result: the intensity of extented

5 The Gamma Ray Spectrometer on board the Solar Maximum
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Hints of high energy e+e-

PAMELA tells us that there is a primary 
source of 10-100 GeV positrons within 1kpc

The WMAP Haze suggests us that there is 
a new population of 10-100 GeV positrons in 
the galactic center (5˚-15˚)

ATIC indicates an excess of e+e- at 
400-700GeV

EGRET allows for an excess of ICS photons 
from the galactic center
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The three ingredients to explain 
PAMELA*

Hard lepton spectrum

Few/no anti-protons

Large cross section (much larger than thermal)

All these can be explained by insisting that the 
dark matter is charged under Gdark which is broken 
at the GeV scale, weakly mixed with the SM

Other possibilities with similar structure [e.g., 
gauge boson coupled to lepton number (Fox and Poppitz ’08), 
axion (Nomura and Thaler ’08)] have similar pheno

*Dark matter could also decay instead of annihilating
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New forces = new annihilation modes

“WIMP Miracle” works as before (sigma ~ 1/M2)

No antiprotons comes from kinematics

Hard positrons come from highly boosted  ’s φ

Cholis, Goodenough, NW, arxiv:0802.2922

Pre-PAMELA Post-PAMELA
Cholis, et al, arxiv:0810.5344



A cross section 
conundrum

 If the cross section were high 
enough to yield PAMELA/ATIC/Haze, 
DM would be depleted in the early 
universe
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Sommerfeld Enhancement
High velocity

Low velocity

If particles interact via a “long range” force, cross sections 
can be much larger than the perturbative cross section

If these signals arise from thermal dark matter, 
dark matter must have a long range force

m−1
φ

>∼ (αMDM )−1

Arkani-Hamed, Finkbeiner, Slatyer, NW, ‘08
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PAMELA and the Haze
PAMELA sees an excess of positrons in 10-100 GeV

If it’s coming from DM, there should be ~100x more 
in the GC

These particles would synchrotron radiate in the 
22-90 GHz range

This is precisely the original interpretation of the 
Haze (Finkbeiner, astro-ph/0409027)

Essentially any annihilating DM model that explains 
PAMELA will naturally explain the Haze as well



Fermi/GLAST Signals

Inverse-Compton 
Scatter photons 
in GC should be 
robust signature

Also many opportunities for ACTs from final 
state radiation from dwarfs (in progress)



New Collider Pheno: Lepton Jets
Production of Gdark states, yield boosted, highly 
collimated leptons (“lepton jets”)

invariant mass ~GeV

Arkani-Hamed, NW, ’08; Baumgart, Cheung, Ruderman, Wang, Yavin, ‘ 09; Bai, Han ‘09
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New Collider Pheno: Lepton Jets
Production of Gdark states, yield boosted, highly 
collimated leptons (“lepton jets”)

invariant mass ~GeV

Arkani-Hamed, NW, ’08; Baumgart, Cheung, Ruderman, Wang, Yavin, ‘ 09; Bai, Han ‘09
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Baumgart, Cheung, Ruderman, Wang, Yavin, ‘ 09



Missing Energy Signatures no longer key 
signal of DM sector

Direct production of new dark forces - 
reexamination of low energy e+e- data (being 
done)



Direct Detection and 
DAMA
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Consider vector interaction

χ1σµχ1A
µ

χ1

χ1

Aµ

χ1σµχ2A
µ

χ1

χ2

Aµ

Vector interaction => multiple DM states; for Sommerfeld, 
these states must be kinematically accessible

δ
<∼Mχv2



Natural scales of splittings

• If the force is a non-Abelian gauge 
symmetry, different dark matter states 
are split from one another

δ ≈ αmA ∼ MeV
For SE require δ

∼
< Mχv2



“Inelastic” dark matter
• DM-nucleus scattering must be inelastic

• If dark matter can only scatter off of a nucleus 
by transitioning to an excited state (100 keV), the 
kinematics are changed dramatically

D.Tucker-Smith, NW, Phys.Rev.D64:043502,2001;Phys.Rev.D72:063509,2005
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Such a scenario

Favors heavy targets (Iodine) over light 
ones (Germanium)

Enhances modulation (typically 30%, but 
up to 100%)

Depletes low energy events

Together these effects allow a positive 
DAMA signal consistent with other results 
(CDMS, XENON10, ZEPLIN, CRESST, KIMS)



Focus on the spectrum



Excess events at higher energies
Strong limits from low energies



Down-scattering possible
Relic populations of excited states are 
possible

Can be long-lived - see down-scattering



Conclusions



Historical Perspective

Dark Matter is as neutrino physics was (maybe)

Suggestions and hints of new physics

Will become clearer with time

Remember: it was the “unreliable” astrophysical 
hints that ended up being right! 
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Conclusions
A wide range of hints from various sources compel us 
to rethink DM

One simple assumption - that of a GeV dark force - 
naturally explains most of the astrophysical anomalies

If such a force is a vector boson, the presence of 
additional states naturally can explain DAMA (via 
inelastic DM) and INTEGRAL (via exciting DM)

Such a model has dramatic collider signals (“lepton 
jets”), gamma ray signals, and dark matter direct 
detection signals (inelastic scattering)

Data driven - will know more soon!



Backup slides



Kamionkowski + Profumo

boost

velocity

More simply phrased as maximum 
boost. I find (using their 

numbers) at 1 TeV BFmax ~ 4000

what they assume

what usually happens



Explaining DAMA with High Masses

particular 1kpc 
sphere in VLII

Maxwellian

Michael Kuhlen, NW in progress



Limits from galactic center

Interesting limits from bremmed photons (Beacom, Bell, Bertone, ’04; Bell & Jacques ’08; Bertone, Cirelli, Strumia, 
Taoso, ’08; Bergstrom, Bertone, Bringmann, Edsjo, Taoso, ’08; Meade, Papucci, Volansky, ’09; Mardon, Nomura, Stolarski, Thaler, ’09)                

Limits rely on knowing density and velocity in GC - can change a lot with baryons!

Governato et al, 2006 
Romano-Diaz, Schlosman, Hoffman, Heller, ‘08

NB: Many simulation uncertainties (matching bulge with MW, other 
numerical issues involving baryons)




